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Q&A and Discussion

�Type into the Q&A and Discussion
box on your computer screen. 
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Goal and Objectives

�Understand issues associated with cost 
determination and allocation methods.

�Describe how cost determination methods 
may vary depending on the types of program 
or service that is shared. 

�Describe methods to allocate the costs.

�Describe negotiation strategies to achieve 
a cost allocation structure agreed upon by 
all parties.
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Our Goals for Today

1. Demonstrate how to determine the “full 

cost” of shared services.

2. Identify common methods and strategies to 

allocate shared costs.

3. Address some common conceptual and 

technical challenges for allocating shared 

costs.



Remember Three Core Principles

1. Keep it simple, transparent, and 

documented.

2. Partnerships evolve.

3. To allocate costs, think about benefits.



Plan of Attack

• An Example

• Cost Behavior

– Direct vs. Indirect Costs

– Fixed vs. Variable Costs

• Allocating Shared Costs

– Setting up a Cost Allocation

– Simplified Allocation

– Indirect Cost Rates

• Cost Allocation “Strategy”



The Copier Example

Food Protection

Makes around 500 

copies/day, mostly 

related to 

restaurant 

inspections.

Animals and Pests

Makes around 250 

copies/day, but that 

number could 

increase 

exponentially in the 

event of an avian flu 

outbreak or other 

major event.

Imagine a copying machine that’s shared among three units within the 
Environmental Health Department of a local public health jurisdiction. 
How should this jurisdiction split the copying costs among these three 
units?

Makes around 100 

copies/day, but that 

increases to 1,000 

copies/day when 

processing industrial 

building permits; 

this happens about 

six times each year.

Wastewater



The Copier Example

What are the main costs to operate the copier?

• Paper and toner

• A lease or rental payment

• Maintenance and repairs

• Electricity

• Space within the building

• Office manager’s time to coordinate maintenance 
and repairs

• Other costs?



The Copier Example

Let’s say each unit covers one-third of the total copying 
costs. What’s wrong with that approach?

• Each unit makes a different number of total copies.

• Each unit has a different workflow related to the copier.

• Food Protection and Wastewater can recover many of 
their costs through fees; Animals and Pests cannot.

• Each unit has a different potential “economy of scale” 
for copying.

• Animals and Pests needs more emergency capacity than 
the other two units.

You’ve probably encountered these types of problems with 
services with cross-jurisdictional sharing.



The Copier Example

To put our questions in the language of cost 

accounting:

1. What is the full cost to operate the copier?

2. How should we allocate that cost across our 

cost objectives according to an appropriate 

allocation basis that acknowledges the 

relevant range of service delivery output and 

the relevant cost drivers?



Cost Behavior – Direct and Indirect Costs

There are two main types of costs:

• Direct costs are attributable to a single cost 

objective.

• Indirect costs are attributable to more than 

one cost objective.

The full cost of a good or service is the direct 

costs + the indirect costs.



Cost Behavior – Cost Objective

A cost objective is a part of an organization that 
is assigned indirect costs. It can be a program, a 
unit within a department, a department, a 
grant, a contract, or any other activity where 
costs are incurred.

In the copier example, the cost objectives are 
the Food Protection unit, the Animals and Pests 
unit, and the Wastewater unit.



Cost Behavior – Direct and Indirect Costs

Direct Costs

Paper

Toner

Machine Rental Fee

Machine Maintenance

Indirect Costs

Electricity

Building Space

Office Manager’s Time

In our copier example, the direct and indirect costs include:



Cost Behavior – Direct and Indirect Costs

Administration

Accounting

Advisory Boards

Billing

Building Operations

Clerical

Data Processing

Insurance

Legal

Outreach

Payroll

Personnel

Purchasing

Records Management

Telecommunications

Training

Which of these other indirect/overhead categories might 

be relevant or material to our copier example?



Which Indirect Costs are Relevant?

There are no national rules or guidelines for 
governmental cost accounting.

That said, the Federal government’s rules for how 
state and local governments allocate indirect costs 
to federal grants – OMB Circular A-87 – are a key 
source of cost accounting principles and guidance.

Many states, counties, cities, and other units of 
government have modeled their cost accounting 
principles after OMB.



Which Indirect Costs are Relevant?

According to Circular A-87, an indirect cost can be allocated to a federal grant 

if it is:

• Reasonable – Is it ordinary and necessary to deliver the service?

• Allowable – Is it permitted under the grant or program in question?

• Allocable – Can you demonstrate the benefits of the indirect cost to the 

program or service?

• Documented – Is the indirect cost allocation plan documented in an 

“Indirect Cost Rate Proposal” or other plan? Is the allocation scheme 

consistently applied, or has it changed recently?

These principles are useful for thinking about how to identify and allocate 

indirect costs for services shared across jurisdictions. 



Cost Behavior – Fixed and Variable Costs

Another key consideration: How does a cost change as the 

amount of service changes?

• Variable costs change directly in response to the amount of 

service provided.

• Fixed costs are the same regardless of the amount of service 

provided.

• Mixed costs have both fixed and variable elements.

Services with comparatively high fixed costs experience 

“economies of scale”; that is, per unit costs decrease as the 

volume of service increases.

What’s the point: Be leery of “average cost”?



Cost Behavior – Fixed and Variable Costs

Variable Costs

Paper

Toner

Electricity

Fixed Costs

Machine Rental Fee

Machine Maintenance

Building Space

Office Manager’s Time

Back to our copier example:

Mixed Costs?

Paper

Machine Maintenance

Building Space

Office Manager’s Time



Allocating Shared Costs

Once we know the cost behavior, how do we 

share costs across jurisdictions?

Three main methods:

1. Simplified Allocation

2. Direct Allocation

3. Indirect Cost Rates (more common)



Steps to Direct Cost Allocation

1. Determine the cost objective.

2. Determine the cost drivers.

3. Calculate the allocation statistics or 

allocation rate.

4. Find the allocation amount.



Determine the Cost Objective

In our copier example:

• Food Protection and Wastewater are (mostly) revenue 
centers – they can recover most or all of their costs. 

• Animals and Pests is (mostly) a mission center – most 
of its direct costs have no offsetting revenue source.

• Administration, Human Resources, Payroll, and other 
functions are internal service (i.e., overhead) centers.

In general, the goal of cost allocation is to allocate costs 
from service centers to revenue centers or mission 
centers.



Identify the Cost Drivers

A cost driver is:

1. Something that causes costs to increase or 

decrease.

2. The basis by which we allocate overhead to 

service centers or mission centers.

Some – or maybe most? – cost drivers can be 

observed directly, so we approximate.



Cost Drivers – A Few Examples

Cost Item

Accounting

Auditing

Data Processing

Depreciation

Insurance

Legal Services

Mail 

Motor pool

Office machines

Management

Procurement

Possible Allocation Basis (% of Total)

Number of transactions processed

Direct audit hours

System usage

Hours that equipment is used

Dollar value of insurance premiums

Direct hours

Number of documents handled

Miles driven and/or days used

Square feet of office space occupied

Number of employees; total payroll

Number of transactions processed



Simplified Allocation

All indirect cost items are pooled, then allocated on 
a single allocation basis.

Consider this example: Two local health jurisdictions 
– Jurisdiction “A” and Jurisdiction “B” – collaborate 
on a material/child health outreach program. They 
each contribute program staff and administrative 
staff. They share a rented facility. The program serves 
1,000 mothers from Jurisdiction A and 1,200 
mothers from Jurisdiction B. How should we allocate 
costs to their respective cost objects?



Maternal/Child Health Outreach Program Costs

Rent 60,000.00$       

Administration 400,000.00$     

Sub-Total 460,000.00$     

Jurisdiction A Program Staff 900,000.00$     

Jurisdiction B Program Staff 600,000.00$     

Sub-Total 1,500,000.00$  

Total Costs 1,960,000.00$  

Service Center/Overhead Costs

Mission Center Direct Costs



Simplified Allocation

Jurisdiction A Jurisdiction B

Participants 1,200 1,000

% of participants 55% 45%

X Total Indirect Costs 460,000$     460,000$       

Share of Indirects 253,000$     207,000$       

+ Direct Costs 900,000$     600,000$       

Full Costs 1,153,000$  807,000$       



Direct Allocation

Jurisdiction A 1575' 47% 9 60%

Jurisdiction B 1750' 53% 6 40%

Total 3325' 100% 15 100%

Rent Administration



Direct Allocation

Direct Costs Rent Administration Full Cost

Rent 60,000$             (60,000)$ -$                   

Administration 400,000$           (400,000)$         -$                   

Jurisdiction A Program Staff 900,000$           28,200$   240,000$          1,168,200$ 

Jurisdiction B Program Staff 600,000$           31,800$   160,000$          791,800$     

Total 1,960,000$       -$              -$                        1,960,000$ 



Indirect Cost Rates

If you can’t observe indirect costs, or if you can’t 
allocate costs directly to your partner(s), develop an 
indirect cost rate.

Main types of indirect cost rates (per OMB Circular 
A-87):

1. Provisional rate or billing rate

2. Final rate

3. Pre-Determined rate



Computing Indirect Cost Rates

Jurisdiction A Jurisdiction B

Rent 28,200$           31,800$            

 + Administration 240,000$        160,000$          

 = Total Indirect 268,200$        191,800$          

 ÷ Total Direct 900,000$        600,000$          

Indirect Cost Rate 29.80% 31.97%



Computing Indirect Cost Rates

Jurisdiction A’s full cost: observable direct costs 

plus the observable direct costs times the indirect 

cost rate, or

$900,000 + ($900,000 X 29.8%) = $1,168,200

Jurisdiction B’s full cost: 

$600,000 + ($600,000 X 31.97%) = $791,820



Other Key Considerations 

What if all the shared costs are fixed? Consider 

allocating shared costs according to an indirect 

measure of potential underlying benefits. Some 

examples:

• Population

• Assessed property valuation

• Hazard or property insurance premiums

• Infrastructure spending needs



Cost Allocation “Strategy”

Some “strategic” questions for indirect cost 

rates:

• Indirect costs fluctuate in the near-term –

seasonal price changes for electricity, air 

conditioning, certain labor costs, etc.

• Do more precise indirect cost rates really 

provide additional benefits?



Cost Allocation “Strategy”

• Changes in direct costs – actual or assumed -

change the denominator for computing 

indirect cost rates.

• What if you receive little or no benefit from an 

indirect cost item? Especially true for 

administration, clerical, other “people-centric” 

indirect cost items.

• What about “sunk costs”?



Cost Allocation “Strategy”

• You’ll get the behavior your cost drivers favor.

• Cost drivers should match how your 

organization does business.

• “Immaterial” costs can have huge implications 

for management, morale.

• When in doubt, go with a well-documented 

indirect cost rate.



Some Unmentioned Topics

• How to compare the potential costs and 

benefits of a cross-jurisdictional sharing 

arrangement.

• “Activity-Based Costing” – what if an indirect 

cost has multiple cost drivers?

• “Joint” production costs.
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Webinar Evaluation

Please take a few minutes to complete a 
short evaluation of this webinar by clinking 
June 18, 2014 Webinar Evaluation or 
pasting the following URL into your web 
browser:  

https://survey.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV_d
m2GCs6cCbTXoS9
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